Introduction {#s1}
============

In 2008, the first experimental evidence was presented that individuals of *Homo sapiens* species possess individual urinary metabolic profiles, as observed by means of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), allowing discrimination of individuals with near 100% accuracy [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1]. The diversity observed in metabolic profiles of individuals is commonly attributed to the variation of intrinsic factors (such as (epi)genetic variation) and to extrinsic influences (such as diet habits, life-style and environmental conditions).

Nonetheless, the use of the individual metabolic phenotype as a tool towards improved personalized therapy and nutrition and enhanced pharmacometabonomics must rely on a deeper understanding of its building blocks.

To rationalize the makeup of the metabolic phenotype (*P*), it can be schematically viewed and approximated by means of a phenotypic equation as the summation of intrinsic factors (*I*), extrinsic factors (*E*) and their interaction (×) plus a residual part *R* not explained by the previous factors

It is crucial to determine the relative importance of the different terms in [Equation (1](#pone.0106077.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}), but it is hard to study this in humans, as standardization of the environment is highly influenced by compliance of the subjects. While the influence of intrinsic factors is recognized and substantiated by several studies [@pone.0106077-Suhre1]--[@pone.0106077-Duarte2], the contribution of extrinsic factors on urinary metabolic profiles is still open to debate. Ludwig Feuerbach claimed that "*Man is what he eats*" [@pone.0106077-Feuerbach1], but it is unclear whether and to which extent diet and dietary habits can influence *P*.

Studies [@pone.0106077-Stella1] and [@pone.0106077-Holmes1] report a strong association between diet and *P* whereas Winnike et al. [@pone.0106077-Winnike1] suggested the opposite, leaving the matter open for debate. New studies demonstrated that *P* is stable over a time period of at least three [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] to seven years [@pone.0106077-Yousri1] and have presented anecdotic evidence of this stability being independent of major life-style changes, including environment and dietary habits [@pone.0106077-Bernini1]. Here, stability refers to the concept that subjects can be uniquely identified after 2 to 7 years based only on their metabolic profiles, although the two studies utilized different statistical approaches.

However, in the course of studies [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1] and [@pone.0106077-Bernini1], [@pone.0106077-Yousri1] it was not possible to derive a definitive conclusion about the role of dietary habits in making up *P*: in these studies the outcome was highly influenced by the compliance of the subjects to the standardized diet and other environmental parameters still differed between the subjects. Thus, the relative contribution of the extrinsic term *E* in [Equation (1](#pone.0106077.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) could not so far be determined.

To overcome this limitation we took a comparative approach using high-level data fusion, *i.e*., applying identical statistical analyses on two different data sets. We compared results obtained for *Homo sapiens* (humans) with results of the analysis of urinary metabolic profiles of individuals of the species *Macaca mulatta* (monkeys) whose data were obtained from three previously published studies [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1], [@pone.0106077-Jansen1]. Subjects of the two species (31 humans and 10 monkeys) were sampled for their urinary profiles on 30 to 40 consecutive days and analysed by means of NMR. The two studies were identical in the experimental design but with one important difference: human participants were not restricted on extrinsic factors, whereas the monkeys were kept in a controlled environment and fed a standardized diet equal for all animals. We expected that when differences in *P* could be found for the monkeys these differences should be attributable to intrinsic factors as extrinsic factors were generally identical for all animals.

To know the robustness of the individual metabolic profile, differences between *P* (either humans or monkeys) both at the statically (*i.e*. at the level of the average concentration of the metabolite in the urine), and also at the dynamic level (*i.e*. concerning their variation over time) should be analysed. [Figure 1](#pone-0106077-g001){ref-type="fig"} exemplifies a one-dimensional representation (i.e. one metabolite) of the metabolic phenotype, where each individual evolves dynamically around an attractor defined by the average concentration level of that metabolite. These patterns of variation are well known in physiology: the observation of daily variation of potassium content in urine dates back to the nineteenth century [@pone.0106077-Reinberg1], [@pone.0106077-Lestienne1] and hormonal secretion has been shown to follow well defined circadian rhythms [@pone.0106077-Angeli1], [@pone.0106077-Moore1]. On the basis of these observations, one can re-write [Equation (1](#pone.0106077.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) making explicit the decomposition of the metabolic phenotype in a static phenotype *P~S~* and in a dynamic phenotype *P~D~* in such a way that Additionally, assuming that both the static and the dynamic phenotype are given by the summation of intrinsic and extrinsic factors (and their interactions) as already indicated by [Equation (1](#pone.0106077.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we can write:

![Partitioning of the individual metabolic phenotype in static and dynamic part.\
This cartoon introduces the concept of static and dynamic variation (i.e. static and dynamic phenotype). The dashed lines signify the average level concentration (of a metabolite), that is the static (*P~S~*) part of the metabolic phenotype. The solid lines signify the time dependent level concentration (of a metabolite), that is the dynamic part of the metabolic phenotype (*P~D~*). Taken together, the average concentrations of a metabolite and its modes of temporal variation constitute the metabolic phenotype (in this case mono-dimensional). Three cases are presented concerning two subjects, signified by colour blue (subject 1) and red (subject 2). Case A): Subject 1 and 2 are similar with respect to both the static and dynamic phenotype. Case B): Subject 1 and 2 are similar in the dynamic phenotype but different in the static phenotype. Case C): Subject 1 and 2 are different with respect to both the static and dynamic phenotype. The vertical double-pointed arrow (↕) indicates the difference of the average level (dashed lines) hence, the difference of the static phenotype. The single point arrow (↓) indicates the difference in the time profile shape (solid lines) and thus the difference of the dynamic phenotype.](pone.0106077.g001){#pone-0106077-g001}

By means of a novel chemometric technique called Multilevel Simultaneous Component Analysis [@pone.0106077-Jansen1], [@pone.0106077-Timmerman1] (hereafter termed multilevel analysis) we were able to quantify the approximate relative contribution of both *P~S~* and *P~D~* to *P* and, more important, we could highlight the source of variation leading to different *P~S~* and *P~D~* between subjects.

We found substantial overlap between the results obtained for human and monkey data sets, revealing similarities of individual urine metabolic phenotypes of both species. We observed that *P~S~\<P~D~* for both *Homo sapiens* and *Macaca mulatta*, and that the building blocks of the static and dynamic part of the phenotype are linked to the same fundamental metabolic pathways for both species with likely negligible contributions from extrinsic factors. Additionally we provide evidence that discrimination among different monkeys, kept in standardized conditions, is possible with a near 100% accuracy, similarly to what was previous observed in the case of humans [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1].

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Sample and metadata collection {#s2a}
------------------------------

### Human data {#s2a1}

About 40 urine samples (first in the morning, preprandial) were collected from 31 healthy individuals (14 males, 17 females, all subjects were Caucasian) in the age range 25--55 over a period of about 3 months, in late-spring−early-summer of 2005 and 2007.

Subjects, all resident in the Florence area (Italy), were enrolled on a voluntary basis with age (\>18 years) and absence of (evident) illness or disease as the sole exclusion criteria. A table with some anthropomorphic characteristics of the participants is given in the Table S1 in [File S1](#pone.0106077.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Samples were collected from each individual in sterile 15-mL propylene tubes, frozen within 4 h of collection, and stored at −80°C. Personal data were collected from every subject, including gender, age, body mass index, and general habits such as practiced physical activity and normal diet. A detailed diet sheet relative to the day before each collection was also provided by each donor.

Due to the absolute non-invasiveness of the sample collection and to the fact that participation was on a voluntary basis ethical approval was neither needed nor requested at the time of the collection (2005--2007). Informed written consent was obtained [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] from all participants. Data were anonymized and anonymously analysed.

### Monkey data {#s2a2}

Young adult, healthy rhesus monkeys (5 males and 5 females) (*Macaca mulatta*), were purchased from the Animal Science Department of the Biomedical Primate Research Centre (BPRC) in Rijswijk, The Netherlands. During an experiment the animals were individually housed. Each animal was identified by a tattoo on the chest. The standardized diet for the animal consisted of AM-II food-pellets (Hope Farms, Woerden, The Netherlands), rice, vegetables and fresh fruit. Drinking water was provided *ad libitum*. The diet was the same for all the animals. Environmental and cage enrichment was provided.

In accordance with the Netherland\'s Law on animal experimentation, study protocol involving living animals was reviewed and approved by the Biomedical Primate Research Centre\'s ethics committee. Experiments were performed in accordance with ethical guidelines of the Biomedical Primate Research Centre in Rijswijk.

Monkey urine samples were obtained at 30 days per individual. Urines were collected overnight in a fine-maze covered tray placed under the cage. After precipitation of debris by centrifugation the clear urine samples were decanted and stored frozen at -20°C until analysis [@pone.0106077-Brok1].

Sample preparation {#s2b}
------------------

Frozen samples were thawed at room temperature and shaken before use. Aliquots of each human urine sample (630 µl) were added to 70 µl of sodium phosphate buffer (0.2 M Na~2~HPO~4~ and 0.2 M NaH~2~PO~4~ in 100% 2H~2~O, pH 7.0) supplemented with10 mM sodium trimethylsilyl \[2,2,3,3-2H4\]propionate (TSP) and 30 mM sodium azide.

Monkey urine samples were lyophilized and pre-treated by adding 1 mL of urine to 1 mL of sodium phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 6.0, made up with D2O) containing 1 mM TSP as an internal standard (δTSP = 0.0).

The two sample preparation protocols are discussed further in the Note S1 in the [File S1](#pone.0106077.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

NMR experiments {#s2c}
---------------

Human samples were measured using a Bruker 600 MHz spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin) operating at 600.13 MHz proton frequency. The 1D ^1^H-NMR spectrum of each sample was acquired with water peak suppression pulse sequence (NOESYGPPR1D; Bruker), using 64 free induction decays (FIDs), 64k data points, a spectral width of 20.0306 ppm, a relaxation delay of 4 *s*, and a mixing time of 100 *ms*. The FIDs were multiplied by an exponential weighting function corresponding to a line broadening of 1 Hz before Fourier transformation, phasing, and baseline correction.

Monkey NMR spectra were measured with a Varian Unity 400 MHz spectrometer. FIDs were recorded as 64k data points with a spectral width of 8.000 Hz. A single 45° pulse was used with an acquisition time of 4.10 *s* and a relaxation delay of 2 *s*. The spectra were acquired by accumulation of 128 FIDs. The signal of the residual water was removed by a pre-saturation technique in which the water peak is irradiated with a constant frequency during 2 *s* prior to the acquisition pulse. An exponential window function with a line broadening of 0.5 Hz and a manual baseline correction were applied to all spectra.

Data reduction and pre-processing of the ^1^H-NMR spectra {#s2d}
---------------------------------------------------------

^1^H-NMR spectra from all samples of both humans and monkeys were normalized to the total spectrum NMR signal intensity. After scaling, bucketing was applied to the data where the spectral regions δ\>9.5, δ = 6.0--4.5, and δ\<0.5 were discarded before dividing the remainder of each spectrum into sequential segments ("bins") of 0.02 ppm width and obtaining an integral for each segment.

Statistical analysis: PCA-CA KNN {#s2e}
--------------------------------

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the model data were initially applied as in the PCA/CA/K-NN approach with purpose of dimension reduction. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and CA were then applied to the model set representations in the relevant PCA subspace to define the subspace with optimum group separation. Test sets were first projected in the discriminating subspace defined by the model set and then the K-NN classification was applied. See [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] for full details. Significance was assessed by means of permutation tests [@pone.0106077-Szymaska1].

The PCA/CA approach may suffer, in principle, from the drawback that the sources of variation are mixed by the initial PCA dimension reduction. Nonetheless, as PCA is used as a dimension reduction technique and the original data are projected onto a subspace accounting for 99.9% of the variance of the original data, the data structure is preserved. A possible limitation of PCA-CA-KNN is that the discrimination procedure is in the CA space rather than in the metabolite space, hindering the interpretation of the metabolic profiles. Nevertheless, further analysis was performed to assess whether similar results as obtained with this technique in [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] on the human data set, could be found for the monkey data set.

Statistical analysis: multilevel simultaneous component analysis {#s2f}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Multilevel Component Analysis: Both the *Homo sapiens* and the *Macaca mulatta* data sets are two-level data sets, where urine samples are collected at different measurement occasions (level 1) for different subjects (level 2). Each data set contains different types of variation originating from static differences between subjects which are constant in time (like gender and genotype), and from dynamic differences which are subject specific (like biorhythms) [@pone.0106077-Jansen1]. To disentangle those sources present in those hierarchically ordered data, multilevel component simultaneous analysis (MSCA [@pone.0106077-Jansen1], [@pone.0106077-Timmerman1]) is a suitable approach (here after multilevel analysis). The two-level MSCA applied here provides a model containing independent sub-models describing the two sources of variation, *i.e*., within and between subjects, related to the terms *P~D~* and *P~S~*, respectively, constituting Model (2) illustrated in the Introduction with [Equation 2](#pone.0106077.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}. For multilevel data, the MSCA models are easier to interpret than regular PCA models. The time-resolved variation of all subjects is expressed in the same subspace. The method is illustrated in detail in [@pone.0106077-Jansen1]. A brief outline is given below. MSCA is a component model, in which a simultaneous component analysis (SCA) model describes the within-group variation and a PCA model describes the between-group variation. The MSCA model is as follows (bold font signifies matrix and vectors, italic font signifies scalars):where **X** ~i~ is the data matrix of size *K~i~×J* pertaining to the *i*-th of *I* subjects, containing *K~i~* observations of *J* variables (NMR peaks/metabolites in the present case), **1** ~Ki~ is a column vector of ones of size *Ki×1* and **m** is the row mean vector of **X** ~i~. The between-subject scores for subject *i* are contained in the row vector **t** ^T^ ~b,i~ of size *R~b~*. The between-subject loadings are collected in the *J×R~b~* matrix **P** ~b~, where *R~b~* is the number of components chosen to fit the between-subject model (1≤*R~b~*\<*I*). **P** ~w~ is a *J×R~w~* matrix containing the loadings for the within-subject model. The loadings are the same for all the subjects: this means that the scores for the within-subject model, contained in the *Ki×R~w~* are expressed in the same base and thus are directly comparable.

Two model parts can be distinguished: **B** = **T~b~P~b~** ^T^+**E** ~b~ for the static (*i.e*. between) variation and **W** = **T~w~P~w~** ^T^+**E** ~w~ for the dynamic (i.e., within subject) variation. In the MSCA model (1) the differences between subjects are explained by the term **1** ~Ki~ **t** ^T^ ~b,i~ **P** ^T^ ~b~ which is different for different subjects. The variation of features within each subject is described by **T** ~w,i~ **P** ^T^ ~w~.

A feature of the MSCA modeling exploited in this study, is that the information (variation) in the data set **X** can be split (and quantified) in its dynamic (*i.e*, within part) and static (*i.e*., between) in an ANOVA-like fashion [@pone.0106077-Searle1] with the simple formula:where *K* is the number of observations for each subject. The variance explained for both models (i.e., how much of the static/dynamic information is accounted for by the model) is calculated analogously as in the standard principal component analysis (for more details see sections 2.6 and 2.7 in [@pone.0106077-Jansen1]).

In a MSCA model these two kinds of variation are modeled separately and are not confounded: this greatly improves the interpretation. The MSCA models are interpreted in terms of loadings and scores, as in the usual PCA model. The optimal numbers of between- and within-components to be fitted were determined by means of a scree plot [@pone.0106077-Jolliffe1]. The between- and within-components of a MSCA model can be plotted (in component plots) and interpreted as is usually done in PCA. In the between-component plot, each subject is represented in the space by two (or more) coordinates along the first two (or more) principal components. As each coordinate is a combination of the original variables (i.e., the metabolite concentrations in urine), subjects that are spatially close show similarity in their urinary profiles. Each component is a linear combination of the original variables: the loadings provide the weights that define the relative contributions of each variable to a given principal component, or, as used in the text to avoid too technical jargon, to provide a measure of the relative importance of a given metabolite to the model. Analogously, a within-component plot can be made for each subject, representing the measurement occasions in the space by coordinates along the (within) principal components.

Multilevel analysis is an extension of PCA and has the property that variables showing higher variability are stressed. When analysing raw data this may mask interesting biological phenomena. Therefore, data were Pareto scaled (i.e., each variable was centred around its mean and scaled over the square roots of its standard deviation [@pone.0106077-VanDenBerg1]) to ensure homogeneous dynamic ranges across all buckets in the spectra.

Statistical analysis: calculation of confidence intervals {#s2g}
---------------------------------------------------------

To assess the inferential properties of the model estimates, and judge the generalizability of the results of MSCA, we estimated confidence intervals (CIs) with a bootstrap technique [@pone.0106077-Timmerman2], a technique hitherto never applied in the context of multilevel modeling of metabolomics data. Bootstrapping requires a proper resampling scheme which in turn depends on which level(s) are considered as random and which level(s) as fixed. Though we would like to generalize across sampling occasions (level 1) and subjects (level 2), the sample size at level 2 is too small to estimate reliable CIs [@pone.0106077-Timmerman2], and thus prohibits treating the subjects as random. With 20 level 1 units reasonably reliable 95% CIs around loadings can be obtained [@pone.0106077-Timmerman2], which is satisfied for both human and monkeys data. Therefore, we treated level 2 as fixed, and level 1 as random in our bootstrap scheme [@pone.0106077-Timmerman2]. Results (scores and loadings) are presented with their associated 95% CIs.

A list of all abbreviation used in the paper can be found in Table S3 in [File S1](#pone.0106077.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Results {#s3}
=======

In our analysis we exploited the fact that both data sets contain multiple samples collected sequentially over time for several subjects. This kind of data is said to contain multilevel information because it contains information about different sources of variation [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1], [@pone.0106077-Jansen1], in the present case static and dynamic differences among individuals/monkeys.

We applied multilevel analysis to model multilevel data; this novel chemometric technique returns two different models describing separately the static and the dynamic information, while retaining ease of interpretation. Moreover, for the sake of generalizability, we coupled it with an advanced statistical validation methodology based on bootstrapping [@pone.0106077-Timmerman2], which allowed us to infer the subject-specificity of the metabolic urinary phenotype at a 95% confidence level.

Multilevel analysis was applied on the full bucketed NMR urinary profiles carrying information on hundreds of low molecular weight molecules, which mainly represent the byproducts of central metabolism and dietary intake. By means of multilevel analysis we were able to quantify the relative contributions of both the static and dynamic parts to the overall metabolic phenotype and, more importantly, we could highlight the sources of variation responsible for static differences between subjects (*P~S~*) and their individual dynamics (*P~D~*).

Multilevel analysis of *Homo sapiens* urinary metabolic profiles {#s3a}
----------------------------------------------------------------

For *Homo sapiens*, 24% of the observed variability of measured urinary metabolic phenotypes is attributable to static variability, *i.e*. to *P~S~* ~.~ The remaining 76% is due to differences in the dynamic variation i.e. to *P~D~*.

The multilevel model was able to explain 81% of the subject-specific phenotype static diversity and 72% of observed variability in the dynamic phenotype. A summary of fit measures from the multilevel analysis is given in [Table 1](#pone-0106077-t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0106077.t001

###### Summary of the multilevel model for the static and dynamic phenotype.

![](pone.0106077.t001){#pone-0106077-t001-1}

                                                              *Homo sapiens*   *Macaca mulatta*
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------
  **Static phenotype**                                             24%               24%
  **Dynamic phenotype**                                            76%               76%
  **Static phenotype diversity explained**                         81%               77%
  **Dynamic phenotype diversity explained**                        72%               66%
  **Dynamic phenotype diversity explained per individual**       30%--91%          49%--77%

In the multilevel model for the static part of the phenotype, each individual is collapsed into a single point in a lower dimensional space able to capture (dis)similarities between the static phenotype of different subjects. Stated otherwise each dot represents the static phenotype of a different subject. [Figure 2](#pone-0106077-g002){ref-type="fig"} (Panel A) shows the first two dimensions of the static model for each individual with its associated 95% confidence ellipse; there is relatively little overlap between different subjects, indicating that *P* ~S~ is a subject-specific characteristic.

![Multilevel model for the static phenotype *P~S~*.\
Two-dimensional plot of the multilevel model for the static phenotype. (**Panel A**: *Homo sapiens*; **Panel B**: *Macaca mulatta*). Each ellipsis envelopes the space of 95% CIs estimated by bootstrapping. Male subjects are color coded in blue (▪), female subjects is color coded in red (▾).](pone.0106077.g002){#pone-0106077-g002}

The relative importance of each metabolite contributing to the static model (see [Equations (2](#pone.0106077.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and [(4)](#pone.0106077.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is described by the associated loadings which are mainly dominated by the resonances attributable to Trimethyl-*N*-oxide (TMAO), creatinine, phenylacetylglycine, **meta-hydroxyphenyl-propionic acid** (mHPPA) and 1-methylhistidine (see [Figure 3](#pone-0106077-g003){ref-type="fig"}, Panel A). Loadings are presented with the associated 95% CI\'s, obtained by bootstrapping; CI\'s are extremely narrow: a zoom of the region 7.5--7 *ppm* for the loadings of *P* ~S~ is given in [Figure 4](#pone-0106077-g004){ref-type="fig"}. This indicates that, at a 95% confidence level, the loadings are the same for all subjects.

![Metabolite relative importance to the model for the static phenotype *P~S~*.\
The shadowed area defines the 95% CIs estimated by bootstrapping (see [**Figure 4**](#pone-0106077-g004){ref-type="fig"} for a zoom-in). The resonances associated to the most (relatively) important metabolites are given below. **Panel A**: *Homo sapiens*. (1) creatine/creatinine, (2) TMAO, (3) phenylacetylglycine, (4) mHPPA and (5) 1-methylhistidine, (6) n-methylamine. **Panel B**: *Macaca mulatta*. (1) (2) acetate, (3) creatine/creatinine, (4) unassigned (5) indoxyl sulphate, PAG, hippurate.](pone.0106077.g003){#pone-0106077-g003}

![95% Confidence intervals.\
Zoom of the 7.5--7.0 ppm region for the model for the static phenotype for *Homo sapiens*. The shadowed area represents the 95% CIs for the given loadings (plotted in black). The (relative) importance associated to the resonances of phenylacetylglycine (1), mHPPA (2) and 1-methylhistidine (3) are shown.](pone.0106077.g004){#pone-0106077-g004}

The model for the dynamic phenotype is dominated by the resonance of TMAO as shown in [Figure 5](#pone-0106077-g005){ref-type="fig"}, panel A.

![Metabolite relative importance to the model for the dynamic phenotype *P~D~*.\
The shadowed area defines the 95% CIs estimated by bootstrapping. The resonances associated to the most (relatively) important metabolites are given below. **Panel A**: *Homo sapiens* (1), creatine, (2) creatinine, (3) phenylacetylglicine, (4) mHPPA, and (5) 1-methylhistidine (6) TMAO. **Panel B**: *Macaca mulatta*. (1) acetate, (2) creatine/creatinine, (3) TMAO (4) hippurate.](pone.0106077.g005){#pone-0106077-g005}

Urine metabolite concentrations show a large degree of variability in the dynamic range, which furthermore varies between metabolites. For instance, the dynamic range of TMAO is much larger than those of creatine: the averaged (over the 31 human subjects) coefficient of variation of TMAO is 4 times larger than that of creatine (0.42 *vs* 0.12). [Figure 6](#pone-0106077-g006){ref-type="fig"} shows the different dynamics of TMAO and creatine (panels A and B respectively) for four different individuals, giving a real life example of inter-individual difference of *P~D~*\'s.

![Subjects specific dynamics of TMAO and creatine.\
Dynamics of TMAO (panel A) and creatine (panel B) concentrations (expressed in arbitrary units) for four different individuals. While creatine shows similar scattered dynamic for all subjects, TMAO dynamics can be rather different between individuals.](pone.0106077.g006){#pone-0106077-g006}

Multilevel analysis of *Macaca mulatta* urinary metabolic profiles {#s3b}
------------------------------------------------------------------

In the case of *Macaca mulatta* 24% of the observed variability of the measured *P* is attributable to *P* ~S~, while 76% is due to differences in *P* ~D~, displaying a striking similarity to humans.

[Figures 2](#pone-0106077-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#pone-0106077-g003){ref-type="fig"} (Panels B) show the plots for the first two components of the static model, and the relative importance of the associated metabolites. Resonances attributable to TMAO, creatine, creatinine and acetate, fructose and an unassigned resonance at 5.07 ppm dominate the loadings, also in the case of the dynamic model as shown in [Figure 3](#pone-0106077-g003){ref-type="fig"} (top).

The multilevel model was able to explain 77% of the difference between the static difference between subjects and 66% of the within individual variability. The percentage of dynamic variation explained per individual ranges between 49% and 77%. These numbers are summarized in [table 1](#pone-0106077-t001){ref-type="table"}.

Predictive analysis of *Homo sapiens* and *Macaca mulatta* data {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Studies [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Yousri1] report that statistical analyses performed on NMR spectra of human urine samples reveal an invariant metabolic fingerprint characteristic of each person [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1]. Using this fingerprint it is possible to correctly classify individuals with an overall accuracy approximating 99%. Moreover, *P* is relatively stable over a period of up to 2 to 7 years [@pone.0106077-Suhre1] [@pone.0106077-Yousri1]. When the same predictive analysis (using the PCA-CA-KNN approach as detailed in the [Material and Methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} approach) was applied we found correct classification rates of different monkeys varying between 85.6% and 100% (see additional [table 1](#pone-0106077-t001){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Multilevel analysis highlights patterns of similarities in the urinary phenotype of *Homo sapiens* and *Macaca mulatta* {#s4a}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The constituents *P~s~ and P~D~* contribute to *P* in a similar fashion for both *Homo sapiens* and *Macaca mulatta*. For both species one quart of the phenotype is given by the static component and three quart by the dynamic component:

The multilevel model attempts to describe the difference among *P* ~S~ and *P* ~D~ of different individuals by modelling their average metabolic profiles. The separation observed among individuals arises by differences in the mean concentration levels (across the 30--40 days span of the urine collection) of the urinary metabolites of each different individual. From [Figure 2](#pone-0106077-g002){ref-type="fig"} it is clear that the differences in *P~S~* between subjects of the same gender are smaller than the differences among individuals of different genders. This indicates that *P~S~* is mostly related to gender (biologically an intrinsic characteristic) as previously observed in [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1] and [@pone.0106077-Jansen1].

The models for both species contain very similar panels of metabolites whose average concentrations are responsible for differences in *P~S~* (see [Figure 2](#pone-0106077-g002){ref-type="fig"}). The multilevel model is dominated, among others, by creatinine, whose levels are known to be different in males and females. The levels of creatinine relate to the lean body mass (muscle mass), which is in general larger in men [@pone.0106077-Baxmann1]. The creatine/creatinine biosynthesis is conserved in all vertebrates [@pone.0106077-Wyss1] and is linked to the arginine biosynthesis pathway which is universally present in all three domains of life [@pone.0106077-PeregrinAlvarez1].

For *Homo sapiens* one cannot exclude *a priori* that different dietary habits could modulate these patterns of variations, but as monkeys were kept generally on a standardized diet (*i.e*. they received the same food day by day) and as the biological machinery underlying these metabolites is conserved (the spectrum mainly includes central metabolism) the outcome may be extrapolated to humans. These findings lead us to speculate that for *P~S~* extrinsic factors contribute little compared to intrinsic factors.

On the basis of this, [Equation (3](#pone.0106077.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be re-written aswhere with the notation *o(E~S~)* we indicate that the contribution of *E~S~* (and its interactions) is much smaller than the other terms. By comparing results obtained for *Homo sapiens* and *Macaca mulatta*, this relationship holds true for both species.

The NMR-based urinary metabolic phenotype is high-dimensional in nature, arising from hundreds to thousands of molecules, but multilevel analysis showed to be a convenient tool to reduce it to two-three dimensions. The low-dimensional representation can be easily used to detect aberrant static phenotypes. With reference to [Figure 2](#pone-0106077-g002){ref-type="fig"} we can observe two cases of such deviations. For *Homo sapiens* one of the male individuals deviates from the region (in this case bi-dimensional) of the static phenotype occupied by male subjects. Interestingly, this male subject is not an outlier anymore if TMAO is not considered in the analysis (not shown). This means that for this subject the TMAO concentration markedly differ, at the mean level, from that of other (male) subjects. In principle the mean level should not be influenced by sporadic consumption of fish but it could be affected, for instance, by a fish-rich diet. As both situations were excluded, we speculate that this subject may suffer (or have suffered) from some sort of alteration of the TMAO metabolism/microbiome composition.

For *Macaca mulatta* animals, one of the female individual falls in a remote empty region of the phenotype landscape, well away from other subjects. This indicates that both the humans and monkey subjects are, in terms of mean metabolite concentration levels, different from the others.

Multilevel analysis highlights similarities in the dynamic urinary phenotype of *Homo sapiens* and *Macaca mulatta* {#s4b}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For *Homo sapiens* the individual dynamic variation explained per individual is quite variable, ranging from 31% to 91%. This measure provides information about how well the dynamic phenotype of a subject conforms to the multilevel model; this means that subjects with similarly high values of dynamic variation explained have qualitatively similar dynamic phenotypes. Subjects with lower values conform less well to the model, indicating that their *P~D~* is qualitatively different. The large range of values observed for the *P~D~* variability explained by the multilevel model indicates that *P~D~* is qualitatively different among different subjects. Notably, the same high degree of variability is also observed in *Macaca mulatta*, showing that the individual metabolic profile is robust and can be used for personalized treatments. As can be seen in [Figure 5](#pone-0106077-g005){ref-type="fig"} (Panel A), the contribution from TMAO, creatine/creatinine, phenylactylglicine, mHPPA, and 1-methylhistidine appears also in the human dynamic model; therefore different dynamics of these metabolites are responsible for the different *P~D~* in individuals. The dynamic model for the *Macaca mulatta* is also dominated by TMAO, acetate and creatine thus partially replicating the same pattern of variation observed for humans. Most of these metabolites have a role in central metabolism, which is presumably tightly regulated. However, their dynamic nature cannot be attributed to extrinsic variation: the multilevel models are indeed similar for both species but influence of extrinsic factors on the dynamic the metabolites responsible for *P~D~* can be excluded. Following a line of reasoning similar to the case of the static phenotype we can speculate that also for *P~D~* extrinsic factors are small with respect to intrinsic factor and [Equation (3](#pone.0106077.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be re-written as and also this relationship holds true for both species.

The variation explained by the dynamic model (see [Materials and Methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"}) is a measure of the diversity of *P~D~* of different subjects. For one of the monkeys the explained dynamic is 49%, considerably lower than that explained for other monkeys and, incidentally, this animal is the same who is an outlier with respect to *P~S~*. *A posteriori* we attributed this to either an underlying diseased status which went unrecognized or undetected at the time of urine collection or to a different social status of the individual that could have resulted in a condition of stress.

The human male outlier in the static model previously discussed has a low *P~D~* diversity explained by the model (48%), but not as low as the female subject (barely 30%), that had normal *P~D~*.

Evidence of individual metabolic phenotype in *Macaca mulatta* {#s4c}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To our knowledge the existence of individual metabolic phenotypes for species other than *Homo sapiens* was, in contrast to genotypes, hitherto never investigated. The question was whether also *Macaca mulatta* possesses an individual phenotype as found for humans in [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1]. To ascertain this and for sake of comparability with the previous studies we re-analyzed the *Macaca mulatta* data set with the same statistical approach used in [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] where the existence of an individual metabolic phenotype was shown for humans. We were able to reproduce the findings in [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] showing that, as for humans, each urine spectrum carries highly donor-specific traits able to provide a fingerprint characteristic for each animal; this fingerprint allows correct identifications of a donor animal from unknown urine samples not previously included in the statistical model (PCA-CA-KNN) used for the discriminatory/predictive analysis. Results of the analysis are shown in [Figure 7](#pone-0106077-g007){ref-type="fig"} (Panel A to C) in analogy with [Figures 1](#pone-0106077-g001){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#pone-0106077-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#pone-0106077-g003){ref-type="fig"} in [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1]. Classification results for each monkey are given in Table S2 in [File S1](#pone.0106077.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Exploratory and predictive analysis of the *Macaca mulatta* data.\
Panel A) Two-dimensional projection of the ^1^H NMR spectral buckets into the PCA/CA subspace in the three most significant dimensions. Each convex hull represents an animal-specific cluster of points (*i.e*. 30 NMR spectra). This figure parallels, for the monkey case the [Figure 1](#pone-0106077-g001){ref-type="fig"} in [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1]. To enhance clarity only 9 monkeys are shown, removing the outlier monkey. Panel B) Dendrogram plot relative to hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA). The dendrogram represents the inter-sampling distances in the 8-dimensional discriminant space of the PCA-CA components. (*M*: male monkey, *F*: female monkey). Female monkey F4 is clearly an outlier. This figure parallels, for the monkey case the [Figure 2](#pone-0106077-g002){ref-type="fig"} in [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1]. Panel C) Classification accuracy for each monkey using the PCA-CA-KNN method. The P-value (calculated by means of a permutation test [@pone.0106077-Szymaska1] was \<0.01 for every monkey.](pone.0106077.g007){#pone-0106077-g007}

We comment here that genetic likeliness could not be taken into account in this analysis: it may well be that the genetic similarity of the monkeys in the controlled environment is more similar than the human subjects. This makes the observation that individuals can be recognized based on their urine spectrum even more remarkable together with the fact that, in contrast to humans, the monkeys were all fed the same diet. These findings provide evidence that individual metabolic phenotypes exist and its subject-specificity is not measurably influenced by external factors.

The nature of the individual metabolic phenotype {#s4d}
------------------------------------------------

The findings discussed above show that a great degree of diversity observed in *P* of both *Homo sapiens* and *Macaca mulatta* can be attributed to differences in both the static and dynamic part. For both species we have shown that these two components sum to the overall metabolic phenotype with different relative contributions of 1/4 and 3/4 respectively.

In this framework it is clear that similarities/dissimilarities among individual metabolic phenotypes observed in previous studies (such as [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1]) reflect similarities/dissimilarities due to static differences between individuals which are constant in time (like gender and genotype) and from dynamic differences which are subject specific (like biorhythms and microbiome).

In a recent paper Nicholson *et al.* [@pone.0106077-Nicholson1] attempt to investigate the contributing factors to the variability observed in urine and blood between subjects (thus differences in *P~S~* although this was defined with one or at maximum two samples per subjects rather than with 30 like in our study) and found that ∼50% of the variation is accountable to stable variation, comprising familial and environmental variation.

We observed substantial similarity in *P~S~* and *P~D~* for the two species and provided evidence that for both the phenotypic inequality *P~S~\<P~D~* holds. Moreover we have shown that individuals of both species possess an individual discriminant urinary phenotype, as indicated by the fact that discrimination among different animals is possible with accuracies ranging between 85% and 100%. This very high recognition accuracy, although slightly less than that found in the human dataset, which ranged between 96% and 100% [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], occurs despite the standardized environment (including diet) where the monkeys are kept.

In particular the setting of this study allowed a more thorough discussion of the contribution of the diet in the makeup of the urinary metabolic profile as far as it concerns its component captured by NMR profiling.

It has been recently postulated that dietary shift may have contributed to phenotypic changes seen in modern humans as compared with non-human primates [@pone.0106077-Babbitt1] and there is evidence of selection for certain genomic signatures by dietary shift in modern humans [@pone.0106077-Perry1]--[@pone.0106077-Kelley1] compared to non-human primates. While [@pone.0106077-Stella1] and [@pone.0106077-Holmes1] report strong association between diet and phenotypes, Winnike and co-workers [@pone.0106077-Winnike1] reported that diet may play only a minor role in the individual phenotype, a result substantiate by [@pone.0106077-Kim1], that showed that also under restricted environmental conditions, the largest source of variability in urine metabolome(s) was attributable to technical variation, rather than to biological variables, meals, or time of day [@pone.0106077-Kim1]. Bernini and co-workers [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] report anecdotic evidence that metabolic phenotype was unaltered upon major changes in diet and lifestyle. The group of healthy volunteers in the *Homo sapiens* project [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] resulted to be a rather uniform cohort of individuals (see Table S1 in [File S1](#pone.0106077.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); the different dietary habits could be probably regarded as the major contributing environmental factor. In the case of the *Macaca mulatta* study, in contrast, differences in dietary habits and food intake were minimized by keeping the animals on a standardized dietary regime and environment. For the monkeys, the dietary regime was standardized across the animals such that for each day the diet was the same and this enables eliminating possibly diet-induced variations. How this is possible is clear from [Equation 4](#pone.0106077.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"} (and associated references). The static part of the model describes the deviation of each individual from the overall average level: the diet being the same for all subjects, its effect cancels out because the overall mean is subtracted before considering the mean of each subject. Analogously, the dynamic part of the model describes the individual responses across time, in deviation from the individual-specific mean across time. In contrast, for the humans, the diet differed between days and subjects. This implies that diet effects do not cancel out across human subjects, and thus it is impossible to distinguish different dietary habitudes from intrinsic factors as sources of the observed differences.

On the basis of this we can infer that dietary habits play a minor role to the shaping of the urinary NMR metabolic phenotype, thus substantiating the results in [@pone.0106077-Winnike1]. Moreover this observation corroborates the findings of [@pone.0106077-Assfalg1], [@pone.0106077-Bernini1] excluding that the discriminative power carried by the individual NMR urinary phenotype could be just a result of different dietary habits of subjects.

Our results were derived on a cohort of 31 individuals of both genders, all of them healthy subjects, which we may consider a representative sample of a western European/Caucasian population. Due to the limited size and to the lack of stratification this cohort may not be fully representative of the diversity observed in the overall human population (both at the genomic level and at the level of dietary habits imposed by geographical segregation); this caveat being also true in the case of the *Macaca mulatta* population sample. Nonetheless, our findings point mostly to fundamental metabolic and biochemical processes as the key drivers of the shaping of the urinary metabolic phenotype and suggest the validity of the results here shown to hold also for a larger population, pending experimental confirmation.

Some of the metabolites highlighted by the multilevel analysis could be associated to some extent to gut microflora (mHPPA, PAG). Evidence has been brought about the possible role of gut microflora in shaping the urinary metabolic phenotype [@pone.0106077-Calvani1]-[@pone.0106077-Nicholson2] but there is also evidence that genetically related subjects tend to share more similar gut microflora that unrelated subjects [@pone.0106077-Zoetendal1]. In this respect it is difficult to decide whether gut microflora should be considered an extrinsic or rather an intrinsic factor in the phenotype equation. Nonetheless, the observation that the NMR-based urinary metabolic phenotype arises mostly from intrinsic factors strengthens the idea that the metabolic phenotype can be advantageous for improving personalized therapy and nutrition, enhancing pharmacometabonomics approaches to better predicting and assessing both drug efficacy and toxicity and understanding disease aetiology.
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